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Further to Comm. 2027 – In Search of the Colascione or Neapolitan Tiorba.
“The Tiorba gets its name from a certain Neapolitan street musician who first doubled the neck
of a lute in length and added various strings, since at first it served only for the baritone and who
was in the habit of calling this instrument 'Tiorba' as a joke. For Tiorba is the name of the
instrument with which glovers are accustomed to grind perfumes, and it is a kind of mortar very
similar to those little mills with which they are accustomed to dissolve almonds, mustard, and
other seeds by pouring on a liquid which combines them into a milk. The first to give particular
attention to this instrument was the most famous musician Hieronymus Kapsberger, a German
nobleman. He brought it to such perfection that at this time it would seem deserving to snatch the
palm away from the rest of the instruments, since no instrument has a greater musical variety,
and indeed it is the only one suited to display the diatonic-chromatic- enharmonic system”
(Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia Universalis, Rome 1650 - Note 1).
The late Robert Spencer in his definitive article 'Chitarrone, Theorbo and Archlute (Early Music,
October 1976) attempts to describe the differences between the various kinds of extended neck,
double peg box lutes. He notes that the first mention of a Tiorba is in John Florio's Italian to
English dictionaries. Curiously – although making reference to E.G. Baron (who in turn quotes
Kircher's tale above about the origins of the Tiorba, Note 2) – Spencer makes no mention of
Kircher's work relating to the Tiorba (or Thiorba or Theorba – confusingly all three names used
by Kircher for the same instrument).
The Tiorba According to Florio.
Giovanni Florio linguist and lexicographer (1553-1625) was born in London but spent the best
part of the next 20 years of his life living in Europe with his father before returning to England.
Florio's father, a Franciscan friar came to England from Tuscany having fled persecution by the
Inquisition in Italy after preaching in Naples, Padua and Venice.
John Florio was the author of two Italian to English dictionaries the first 'A Worlde of Wordes'
published in 1598 and a greatly expanded version 'Queen Anna's New Worlde of Wordes'
published in 1611. As dictionaries the words included were those in established common usage
in Italy and England. In addition to his in depth knowledge of the Italian language, Florio lists
the literary works referenced in compiling his dictionaries. (Note 3)
In the 1598 edition Florio defines Tiorba as 'a kinde of musicall instrument used among countrie
people' - so it was apparently an instrument not recognised as a lute by English society because
the dictionary also defines Liuto, Liutto as 'an instrument called a lute'.

In the 1611 edition the meaning of Tiorba is given as 'a
musical instrument that blind men play upon called a

'Theorba'.

In this edition 'Liuto' now becomes 'any kind of lute'. There is no reference to Colascione or
Calascione etc. in either of the dictionaries.
So what was this instrument so cryptically defined by Florio if it was not recognised as a lute and
was played by blind men?
Any kind of fretted long necked lute with single peg box and 2, 3 or 4 (or more?) courses – a folk
instrument - was known in Italy as a 'Colascione'. Kircher called it, not a lute, but a 'type of
Turikish trichord commonly known as a colachon' and shows it for comparison alongside a lute
(testudo). Likewise Kircher does not name his illustration of an extended neck, double pegbox
Tiorba a lute although recognising that the Tiorba was originally a development of the lute.
Of the two a Colascione might fit the bill as an instrument 'used among countrie people' but what
about blind men? Florio does not say that a 'Tiorba' was an instrument that only blind men play
upon. A tradition in Italy was for itinerant bands of blind musicians ('ciechi') to perform in the
streets for visitors (for a fee). Perhaps Colascioni were used – together with other instruments –
by these groups? (Note 4)
Douglas Alton Smith in his article 'On the Origin of the Chitarrone' 1979 (Note 5) provides some
evidence to support an alternative proposal that a 'Tiorba' in Italy at one time was a colloquial
term for a hand cranked Hurdy-gurdy (the hand motion simulating the operation of a hand quern
mill or tiorba? - Note 8) – an instrument often associated with blind beggars since the 15th C.
However, the author understandably then finds some difficulty in explaining how a Hurdy-gurdy
might possibly represent a Chitarrone. He speculates that perhaps, 'prompted by wags',
Chitarrone players 'had begun to use the ironic nickname Tiorba for their instrument' – a kind of
term of affection.
Smith (although having translated Baron's 'Study of the Lute'), like Spencer makes no reference
to Kircher's account of the origins of the Tiorba yet Kircher seems to confirm that a tiorba was
indeed some kind of small hand operated grinding mill (in this case a pestle and mortar - Note8)
– a name applied to the newly invented long necked lute as a joke. Here it is easier to visualise
why the Neapolitan street musician referred to a pestle and mortar, the mortar representing the
lute with extended neck and the pestle the plectrum (or taccone). The analogy is clear enough
when witnessing a pestle and mortar in use the pestle being used with both a striking (crushing)
and rotating (grinding) motion.
Interestingly Kircher mentions G. H .Kapsberger who 10 years earlier had published his 4th book
of tablature for 'Chitarone or Tiorba' that includes the composition 'Colascione' – perhaps in
recognition of the earlier humble origins of the developed
more sophisticated extended neck, double pegbox Chitarrone?

In Plate VIII of his work Kircher refers to two Hurdy-gurdys as a Lyra Mendicorum or 'beggar's
lyre' but Florio, on his part, makes no mention of a Lira Mendico in either of his dictionaries but
otherwise defines Lira as a Lyre or Harp and Mendico as a Beggar. As well surely a Hurdy-gurdy
was a familiar musical instrument in English society during the 16th C and earlier?

De la Tiorba a Taccone
Interestingly, 'Taccone' according to Florio is rendered as 'a patching souterly fellow' and
'Tacconi' as 'great patching, cobling, souterlie or tacking'. A 'souter' was a cobbler but more
generally a term that might apply to any worker wielding a hammer such as a tinker. A 'souter'
was also considered to be a low class uneducated worker and was used as term of contempt. So
does a Tiorba a Taccone not only mean a Calascione played with a plectrum (used with a striking
motion) but also one played by a common uneducated 'countrie' person - ambiguous poetic
license fitting to the overall vulgar theme of the poem perhaps?
The 10 part poem 'de la Tiorba a Taccone' published in 1646 (Note 6). The poem is a parody – an
account of the poet's love and admiration for the slovenly Cecca as well as of his gluttonous
excesses – and so no doubt contains other many deliberate ambiguities?
Each chapter of this poem is entitled 'de la Tiorba a Taccone' except, curiously, for chapters 3
and 4 (representing strings 3 and 4) each entitled 'de lo Calascione'. Does this imply that the
Calascione (and hence Tiorba a Taccone) was originally a three or four (single?) course
instrument and that the 10 strings representing the 10 chapters of the poem are otherwise simply
a poetic convenience?

An informed translation of the original Neapolitan dialect of

this first page of the poem is available in the program notes of the two CD recording 'Canzoni
Villanesche' (Note 7). Quote:
“First String, Entitled Sonnet 1
This Calascione, which I press close to my heart
And this plectrum which I hold in my hand
To provoke the envy of more than a few people
Apollo has given them to me, one day while walking in the Pennino.
Oh! how beautiful it is, how smooth; Oh! how fine!
Its lid (sound board?) is entirely made of tortoiseshell,
Each of its strings is a gut
Which is heard from Portico to Campagnano.
With such a gracious instrument as this,
I want to sing many songs, and with my singing, I hope to conquer everyone.
Thou muse, who dwells in Helicon,
While I sing of the beauties of Cecca,
Prepare me a crown of cauliflowers!
So, on this opening page alone we learn that the Calascione or Tiorba a taccone, was held at
chest level (presumably with a supporting shoulder strap?), was played with a plectrum, was gut
strung, was finely made with a costly sound board entirely covered with a decorative veneer of
tortoiseshell, was used as vocal accompaniment and was very loud (could be heard from Naples
to Rome!!)
Some modern Italian authors say that the taccone (plectrum) was made from leather. The original
source confirming this has yet to be identified but trials using a leather plectrum have established
that hard leather is feasible as a material for this application.
So far there would appear to have been two kinds of Neapolitan colascione (or calascione), one
type derived from the Middle Eastern Tambura (as proposed by A. Baines) as illustrated by both
M. Mersenne (1636) and A. Kircher (1650) , called a colachon, with narrow neck about 2 to
more than 3 times the length of the body and the other derived from a lute with neck length
doubled called a tiorba – all with single pegbox generally carrying 3 or 4 courses. A surviving
example of the latter style may be the so called colascione in the instrument collection, Dean
Castle, Kilmarnock, Scotland.
More on this to follow.
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